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With the current $6.7 billion legal cannabis market set to nearly triple over the next three years, 

the largest horticultural Green Rush since the Dutch went wild over tulips back in the 1630s is 

now spawning an all-out land grab for American real estate. 

In the more than two-dozen states that have moved to legalize cannabis use for medical 

purposes or full adult use, factories, warehouses and self-storage facilities are frantically being 

repurposed for the indoor cultivation and processing of this plant. 

Coincidentally, it is those same federal prohibitions that have served to keep most traditional 

players, lenders and investors at bay. This has only dampened competition and juiced 

prospective returns - fuelling the current craze. It's also hard to argue with investors logic: 

brick-and-mortar assets are far more tangible than bongs and munchies in an industry where 

industrial space has a current national cap rate (a proxy for cash on cash annual return) as high 

as 25% - three times higher than its non-cannabis comparable.  

While some large private equity funds, like Colorado-based  Kalyx, are taking a more long term 

approach of leasing properties on an NNN basis and claiming annual returns as high as  20% to 

30%, others like Orange-County based CalCann, are mostly playing for the short-term flip, and 

claim an annual return potentials of anywhere from 40% to 70%- numbers not seen in real 

estate since the Florida Land Rush of the 1920s. 

However, with the falling price, prohibitive taxes, and challenging regulatory environments 

these investments are not without risks. Here are few advices on how to navigate this market 

safely: 

1.  Hire a good lobbyist, a developer and an expert cannabis lawyer: Most private 

equity firms involved in flipping rely on local industry insiders and lobbyists who know which 

cities are about to legalize production, how to get a licensing head start through early 

compliance, where to find favorable zoning and - most importantly - how to sniff out 

undervalued properties that can be flipped for a quick profit. Going in without a solid team will 

leave far too much room for error; a costly misstep in an industry where a simple violation could 

cost you your operating license. 

 

http://www.calcannholdings.com/
http://www.calcannholdings.com/
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2016/07/01/legal_cannabis_businesses_pay_taxes_under_a_code_reserved_for_illegal_drug.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/06/13/jeff-sessions-personally-asked-congress-to-let-him-prosecute-medical-marijuana-providers/
http://kalyxdevelopment.com/
http://www.bdsanalytics.com/arcview-market-research-marijuana-industry-report/
http://kalyxdevelopment.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/debraborchardt/2017/01/31/marijuana-prices-fall-in-2016-as-growers-flood-the-market-with-pot/#ccf7e5f2f7f3


Cannabis has higher sales per-square-foot than Whole Foods 

 

2. Location, Location, and Location: Targeting cities that are about to legalize production 

will ensure properties there are still undervalued. Case in point: Lynwood, CA (an economically 

impoverished town south of LA). Tipped off by hired lobbyists that the city was about to draft 

legalization, those few firms that went in early made an outsized profit by flipping those 

properties soon after legalization. 

3. Don’t Buy Property, Buy Options ( costs $30K to $250K depending on location & 

property), and then “flip” the property once the city legalizes production. 

4.   Create Value Through Leasehold Improvements: In cities like Oakland many 

massive, dilapidated and often abandoned warehouses have been partitioned into multiple 

grow-and-production facilities, and then simply leased out to smaller tenants who would pay a 

higher price-per-square foot than a single large tenant ever would. 

5.  Find Tenants That Can Survive Market Upheaval from falling prices and uncertain 

legislation. The trick here is to: 

a.    Avoid smaller-scale growers, pure-play extractors and edible makers who may not 

survive without a solid and loyal distribution channel. 

b.    Choose leading brands with high margins and solid distribution channels.  

c.    Choose those players who enjoy cost advantages, either because they are vertically 

integrated and/or have cost efficiency from scaling, 



d.    Embrace well-funded biotech firms with long term R&D and/or products. 

E. Encourage tenants into using new technological solutions that will allow them to 

produce more for less and survive the crunch. 

6. Timing: Real estate markets traditionally go through four phases: first expansion,then 

hyper-supply followed by recession and recovery.  While California and Nevada, for example, are 

still very much in "Expansion Phase," many pockets within Washington and Colorado are now 

experiencing a "Hyper-Supply Phase", and therefore make risky investments. 

7. Juice Up Returns with Leverage: While most banks refuse to finance cannabis real 

estate, private loans with personal guarantee can be secured up to 60% of loan value at 10% to 

13% interest. Not recommended for properties that are overpriced, and lack stable tenants. 

8. Buy Properties That Have Alternate Use:  While many firms are building cultivation 

and processing plants in remote areas of California to gain cost advantage, these firms may get 

stuck with a large structure middle of nowhere with little alternative use  if the tenant defaults. 
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https://www.therealestatecrowdfundingreview.com/the-real-estate-cycle-4-phases-physical-

